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Abstract

Background

The Chronic Pain Coping Inventory (CPCI) has been widely used to measure coping with

pain, however, the psychometric properties of the Brazilian CPCI are unknown.

Aim

To verify the validity and reliability of the CPCI-Brazilian version.

Materials and methods

A sample of 705 outpatients with chronic pain participated in the study. Cronbach’s alpha,

corrected item-total correlations, and confirmatory factor analysis were performed, using

the method of Diagonally Weighted Least Squares.

Results

Construct validity was supported with a factor loading range of 0.36–0.90 (9 factors) corrob-

orating original loads. The final model had adequate fit with items 42 and 54 excluded, D.F =

2174, TLI = 0.96; CFI = 0.96 and RMSEA = 0.051(p = 0.067). Eight of the nine CPCI scales

showed satisfactory reliability (Cronbach’s alpha ranged from 0.70 to 0.92). The Relaxation

scale obtained a low alpha value (0.53).

Conclusion

The CPCI-Brazilian version, after exclusion of items 42 and 54, is valid to measure chronic

pain coping in Brazilian adults.
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Introduction

Pain is a type of stressor, usually perceived as harmful and aversive, that impacts the individu-

al’s daily life and provokes changes that require coping (adjustment or adaptation) [1, 2],

which in this context is characterized as the efforts that people go through to manage pain [2,

3].

Pain coping has been shown to interfere with pain outcomes [4], such as intensity [5–7], in

addition to psychological and physical functioning, such as outcomes quality of life [8], depres-

sion [6, 9, 10], anxiety [9, 11] and disability [9, 12].

For example, the coping strategies (CS) of Exercising/Stretching and Coping Self-State-

ments have had a significant negative correlation with the Numerical Rating Scale of Pain [6,

13], and non-adaptative CS like Guarding, Resting, and Asking for assistance have been posi-

tively correlated with pain intensity [13]. These and other correlations between different CS

and pain outcomes have been reported in literature [14–17].

Because of the importance of the CS to pain outcomes, a current challenge is measurement

of coping with chronic pain. However, health professionals and clinicians need reliable and

valid tools to measure this construct.

One of the most widely used measures of pain coping is the Chronic Pain Coping Inventory

(CPCI) [18], an instrument developed by the Multidisciplinary Pain Management Program of

the University of Washington. The purpose of the tool was to fill the existing gaps in pain cop-

ing measurement and to focus the instrument on strategies frequently used in pain manage-

ment programs, such as relaxation and exercises [19, 20]. The authors proposed the

instrument based on a critical review of coping theory literature and studies of other tools such

as the Vanderbilt Pain Management Inventory and the Coping Strategies Questionnaire [2, 19,

21].

The initial version of the CPCI, published in 1995, had 64 items to assess the use of cogni-

tive and behavioral coping strategies [19], but in 2001 a review excluded the "Medication

Used" scale and included the scale "Pacing" [22]. The instrument came to be constituted by 70

items and was copyrighted by the Psychological Assessment Resources (PAR) [20].

The CPCI is capable of evaluating two coping dimensions (Illness-focused CS and Well-

ness-focused CS) through 70 items in nine scales (Guarding, Resting, Asking for assistance,

Relaxation, Persistence in task, Exercise/Stretching, Pacing, Coping self-statements, and Seek-

ing social support) [20].

This measure has been validated for populations in the following countries: United States

[13–15, 19, 23, 24], Canada (French language) and France [25, 26], Canada (English language)

[22, 27], Sweden [28], Spain [16], China [7, 10, 29], North Korea [17], Portugal [5], Italy [6],

Poland [30] and the Netherlands [31]. In Brazil there is a transcultural adapted version of the

CPCI but its psychometric properties have not been researched [32].

The validation studies of the CPCI were conducted with adults and older people [13, 26–

28], with chronic pain in several body sites (lumbar, lumbopelvic, people with fibromyalgia,

generalized pain) [10, 17, 30, 31], with outpatient or hospitalized patients [5, 24, 29].

In the first validation study of CPCI, the reliability (alpha coefficient) ranged from 0.70 to

0.93 and the test-retest stability ranged from 0.66 to 0.90 [19]. Further studies showed general

satisfactory reliability to the scales of CPCI (alpha > 0.70) [6, 13, 16, 28, 31], but some other

studies pointed to alpha values less than 0.7 for the scales of Task Persistence (alpha range

0.50–0.69) [7, 17, 30], Relaxation (alpha range 0.51–0.68) [17, 26, 30] and Coping self-state-

ments (alpha = 0.69) [7].

CPCI validation studies have investigated the psychometric properties of this tool by con-

struct validity, mainly using construct correlations with pain intensity, pain interference,
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depression, anxiety, quality of life and disability [5, 6, 10, 13–16, 19, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30].

Also, researchers studied the CPCI properties by structural validity through Principal Compo-

nent Analysis [27], Exploratory Factor Analysis [17] and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)

[6, 7, 16, 26] which presented the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) values

of the models ranging from 0.01 to 0.5 and the Comparative Adjustment Index (CFI) with val-

ues between 0.99 and 0.81, showing appropriate psychometric parameters [6, 7, 16, 26].

The use of the CPCI can improve clinical practice and studies around pain and help to

explain some differences in the adjustment of people to the experience of pain [2, 33]. More-

over, chronic pain coping measurement can support pain management with non-adaptive CS

that enhance emotional and physical health and improve psychological symptoms [3].

Given the relevance of measuring the pain coping construct, this study aimed to analyze the

internal consistency and to perform a confirmatory factor analysis of the Brazilian version of

the CPCI.

Material and methods

Design and setting

The CPCI has been adapted cross-culturally in Brazil [32], but without validation. For this, we

proposed a methodological study to validate the Chronic Pain Coping Inventory (CPCI-Brazi-

lian version). Methodological designs allow the development and validation of instruments

and support new research methods [34, 35].

For the validation study of the instrument, we used the CFA, considering that the nine fac-

tors solution of the instrument are well established in the literature [19, 20, 22] and its results

could show the adjustments of the set of items to the initially proposed theory [2, 36].

Sample

A sample of 705 outpatients in neurology, orthopedics, physiatrics and rheumatology special-

ties of a university hospital in the Brazilian Midwest were recruited to the study, meeting the

criterion of a minimum of 10 people per item for CFA [37, 38], considering the CPCI an

instrument with 70 items. The research was conducted between November 2016 and Decem-

ber 2017 and the inclusion criteria for the sample were: chronic nonspecific pain (i.e., lasting

continuously for� 6 months) [39]; age> 18 years; and fluency in Brazilian Portuguese. The

exclusion criteria were patients who could not verbalize or needed a proxy (for example, a

caregiver) to answer the tool [40], those with a score� 13 on the Mini-Mental State Examina-

tion (MMSE); and those who presented difficulties in the measurement tasks.

The cut-off point of� 13 in MMSE was adopted considering a study that explored functional

illiteracy in Brazil and showed that, after completing the final years of elementary school (approxi-

mately 8 years of study), 53% of people are in conditions similar to those who are illiterate [41].

Furthermore, another Brazilian study showed that the MMSE must have scores adjusted to the

reality of the country, which means that in those who are illiterate, cognitive impairment can be

considered when MMSE scores are� 13 [42]. In the present study, education of the sample was

expressed in years of study and ranged from 0 to 25 years, MD = 7.66 (±4.52).

Looking at the average level of education in the study sample exposes conditions of func-

tional illiteracy, therefore an MMSE score was adopted, adjusted for people who are illiterate

(cognitive impairment� 13). Even so, 162 participants (22.97%) presented cognitive

impairment but completed the measurement tasks without difficulties.

The study sample had a mean age of 53.81 (±14.26), MIN = 18 years and MAX = 89 years.

They had, on average, a monthly family income of U$522.31 (±379.46). Descriptive statistics

of the sample can be view in Table 1.
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Procedures

Data were collected by seven trained interviewers, composed of nurses and one nutritionist.

The training consisted of 20 hours of face-to-face meetings, coordinated by the main

researcher. An instruction manual was given to each collector detailing the form of data collec-

tion for the entire instrument. Then, data collection training workshops were held among the

interviewers. Finally, each collector performed eight hours of data collection supervised by the

main researcher, who intervened and guided the conduct of the interviewers, when necessary.

The data collected during training were not used in the present study.

After the outpatients registered their presence at the clinic, the interviewers approached

them, checked if they met the inclusion criteria, invited them to participate in the study and if

accepted, they were provided with a written informed consent form. The data was collected by

a structured interview in the clinic waiting room, in an appropriate and private place. Psycho-

logical Assessment Resources (PAR), which owns the copyright to the CPCI, granted permis-

sion to use the CPCI-Brazilian version in this study, and it was approved by the Research

Ethics Committee of the Federal University of Goiás under protocol 1.339.810. All patients

provided written informed consent to participate, following the ethical precepts of the Declara-

tion of Helsinki.

Measures

The CPCI consists of 70 items that should be answered based on the number of days (zero to

seven) a person used a particular CS in the past week. The sum of the items for each scale is the

score for that type of CS. Higher values indicate higher levels of use of that CS type. The items

of the CPCI are distributed according to two domains and nine scales.

Table 1. Sociodemographic description and characterization of pain.

n %

Age group

18–59 years 429 60.9

60 years or older 276 39.1

Sex

Male 223 31.6

Female 482 68.4

Marital status

With partner 378 53.8

Single 324 46.2

Time living with pain

6 to 11 months 57 8.1

1 to 5 years 216 30.8

6 to 10 years 135 19.3

More than 10 years 293 41.8

Main sites of pain

Head 141 20.0

Cervical 181 25.7

Upper limbs 398 56.5

Chest 208 29.5

Low back 386 54.8

Hip and pelvis 126 17.9

Lower members 544 77.2

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.t001
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The illness-Focused Coping domain includes the scales of Guarding (items 12, 16, 36, 38,

42, 44, 50, 52 and 60), Resting (items 5, 8, 20, 43, 51, 63 and 70) and Asking for Assistance

(items 10, 27, 46 and 68). The Guarding scale refers to any restriction on the use or movement

of any part of the body. Resting is the action of resting due to pain, such as lying down, sitting

down, or going to a dark or silent place. And the Asking for assistance scale evaluate how often

the person requests help with an activity when he/she are in pain, such as home chores or pick-

ing something up [20].

The domain of Wellness-Focused Coping is composed by the scales of Seeking social sup-

port (items 6, 9, 17, 22, 24, 48, 57 and 61), Coping self-statements (items 11, 15, 21, 23, 25, 29,

32, 40, 49, 53 and 58), Exercise/Stretching (items 3, 14, 19, 28, 31, 35, 41, 47, 56, 59, 65 and 66),

Relaxation (items 1, 13, 26, 33, 39, 54 and 64), Task persistence (items 2, 4, 30, 37, 55 and 69)

and Pacing (items 7, 18, 34, 45, 62 and 67) [20]. The Seeking social support dimension is char-

acterized by actions such as talking or spending time with a friend or loved one when in pain

(the focus of the conversation may or may not be the pain). Coping self-statements are pur-

poseful positive thoughts that inspire hope. Exercise/Stretching scale is the commitment to

some activity for muscle strengthening or stretching. Stretching activities should be continued

for at least 10 seconds. In the case of exercises, the person must perform them to strengthen a

specific muscle group or for aerobic conditioning purposes for at least 15 minutes. The Relaxa-

tion scale is the use of strategies such as meditation, listening to music, progressive muscle

relaxation, diaphragmatic breathing, mental images, hypnosis, among others. Task Persistence

is the tendency to maintain activities normally, despite the pain. And Pacing is the action of

changing the rhythm of activities, such as performing them more slowly, taking breaks, or

maintaining a different rhythm than usual [20].

The scores of the scales can be seen in Table 2.

Data analysis

Descriptive analyzes (frequencies, standard deviation, averages, and medians) were performed

by IBM1 SPSS Statistics1 version 20.0, and the CFA was executed in software R (version

3.4.1). Less than 1% of the data were missing, therefore, an item mean was used to input miss-

ing values.

The reliability coefficient for each scale and domains were calculated using Cronbach’s

alpha and corrected item-total correlations. Cronbach’s α values > 0.70 [43] and correlation

values> 0.20 [44] were considered satisfactory.

The estimation method Diagonally Weighted Least Squares (DWLS) was performed, as the

variables in the study did not present a normal distribution, since CPCI is a discrete and

Table 2. CPCI scales scores (0–7), Brazilian version.

CPCI Scales (n. items) MD SD

Relaxation (7) 1.64 1.28

Task Persistence (6) 4.27 1.90

Exercise/Stretching (12) 1.53 1.81

Seeking Social Support (8) 2.37 1.76

Pacing (6) 4.06 2.25

Coping Self-statements (11) 4.27 1.81

Guarding (9) 3.30 1.83

Asking for Assistance (4) 2.23 2.22

Resting (7) 3.21 1.82

CPCI, Chronic Pain Coping Inventory; CS, Coping strategies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.t002
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limited scale [45]. To verify the data fit to the CFA, the presence of outliers was analyzed (i.e.,

data tabulation errors or coding failures, observations arising from an extraordinary event,

extraordinary observations for which the researcher does not have an explanation, and obser-

vations that are in the usual range of values for each variable but are unique in their combina-

tion of values between variables). The multivariate outliers were diagnosed based on the

Mahalanobis D2 measurement [45].

After the analysis of outliers, the CFA continued, and items with factor loads less than 0.30

were eliminated from the final analysis because they undermined the reach of the basic

assumptions for the validity and quality of the statistical model [38]. Fit to the CFA model was

considered adequate with Comparative Adjustment Index (CFI) values greater than 0.80 [47,

48], Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) greater than 0.80 [46, 47], and the Root Mean Square Error of

Approximation (RMSEA) less than 0.10, with an ideal 0.05 value being expected [48].

Results

Reliability assessment

Psychometric properties according to the reliability of the instrument in each scale and by

domains can be found in Table 3.

Confirmatory factor analysis

Table 4 presents the cross-factor loads of the scales for the initial model. It is possible to

observe that no item has a larger cross-factor load with another construct than with its original

one. Therefore, all items were considered adequate for their respectivscales.

In the analysis of outliers, no value was found outside the range of its respective variable.

When analyzing the presence of univariate outliers, 87 (17.6%) observations were considered

atypical. For multivariate outliers, no atypical individual was found. Considering that the

observations of these outliers are valid cases of the population, it was decided not to exclude

any of them.

The CFA proceeded using the DWLS method, pointing out the need to exclude item 54

(use of self-hypnosis) of the relaxation scale, because it has a factorial load less than 0.30, and

item 42 (hold part of the body in a special position), because it contains in the confidence

Table 3. CPCI reliability coefficients, Brazilian version.

CPCI Scales (n. items) Cronbach’s alpha Inter-item correlation mean

Relaxation (7) .53 .13

Task Persistence (6) .75 .33

Exercise/Stretching (12) .92 .49

Seeking Social Support (8) .81 .35

Pacing (6) .84 .46

Coping Self-statements (11) .86 .35

Guarding (9) .76 .26

Asking for Assistance (4) .81 .51

Resting (7) .70 .25

CPCI Domains

Wellness-focused CS (50) .90 .14

Illness-focused CS (20) .83 .19

CPCI, Chronic Pain Coping Inventory; CS, Coping strategies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.t003
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Table 4. Cross-factor loadings of the CPCI-Brazilian version.

Scale Item RE TP ES SSS PA CSS GU AA RES

Relaxation 1 .45 .08 .09 .10 .14 .27 .15 .01 .09

13 .65 .04 .39 .10 .18 .27 .16 .05 .16

26 .43 .19 .12 .14 .14 .25 .08 .11 .16

33 .36 .02 .13 .13 .10 .09 .03 .03 .08

39 .53 .05 .17 .11 .20 .27 .05 .08 .03

54 .28 -.01 -.03 .10 -.02 .03 .04 .08 .11

64 .59 .06 .26 .11 .19 .26 .24 .16 .14

Task Persistence 2 .07 .73 .05 -.01 .22 .20 -.07 -.03 -.11

4 .14 .59 .12 .04 .21 .24 .02 .05 .00

30 .06 .74 .08 -.08 .17 .17 -.17 -.14 -.17

37 .09 .50 .05 .10 .20 .16 .00 .04 .08

55 .25 .85 .15 .03 .32 .44 .13 .04 .00

69 .06 .83 .06 -.03 .24 .24 -.11 -.12 -.14

Exercise/Stretching 3 .28 .09 .83 .01 .12 .09 -.01 .02 .00

14 .30 .05 .84 .06 .12 .12 .03 .04 .06

19 .35 .10 .85 .09 .18 .19 -.03 .09 .05

28 .30 .07 .87 .10 .11 .10 -.01 .06 .06

31 .37 .11 .88 .08 .15 .17 -.01 .05 .02

Exercise/Stretching 35 .21 .06 .70 .21 .05 .09 -.08 .01 .10

41 .26 .01 .80 .11 .10 .12 .02 .02 .08

47 .27 .06 .85 .11 .11 .11 -.07 .01 .07

56 .21 .09 .80 .08 .10 .06 .01 .10 .09

59 .25 .12 .82 .03 .14 .10 .00 -.02 .02

65 .27 .09 .88 .08 .11 .13 -.01 .02 .04

66 .29 .12 .90 .03 .10 .11 -.04 .02 .00

Seeking Social Support 6 .04 -.08 -.02 .63 .08 .04 .02 .09 .36

9 .22 .07 .11 .70 .21 .26 .10 .19 .28

17 .13 -.04 .04 .76 .20 .24 .23 .33 .31

22 .09 .01 .09 .73 .19 .23 .08 .25 .31

24 .18 .10 .08 .70 .18 .25 .08 .25 .25

48 .13 -.05 .10 .82 .20 .22 .07 .24 .34

57 .18 .02 .06 .71 .20 .19 .05 .20 .27

61 .13 .00 .02 .65 .19 .22 .19 .23 .28

Pacing 7 .27 .17 .08 .24 .67 .26 .25 .17 .23

18 .23 .30 .16 .24 .84 .33 .19 .18 .15

34 .23 .11 .05 .25 .69 .25 .30 .20 .27

45 .23 .31 .16 .17 .90 .32 .27 .19 .13

62 .19 .23 .12 .19 .89 .29 .25 .18 .15

67 .18 .25 .13 .19 .77 .29 .24 .14 .16

Coping Self-statements 11 .15 .17 .04 .20 .28 .47 .18 .18 .13

15 .29 .20 .14 .22 .26 .74 .16 .05 .10

21 .29 .16 .09 .19 .24 .76 .25 .07 .09

23 .30 .26 .12 .22 .35 .67 .15 .06 .12

25 .26 .25 .13 .20 .21 .73 .09 .01 .07

29 .33 .20 .13 .18 .26 .75 .15 .08 .10

32 .30 .18 .09 .26 .20 .65 .22 .15 .17

40 .34 .27 .13 .18 .34 .69 .19 .06 .08

49 .29 .22 .10 .11 .23 .79 .19 .02 .05

53 .32 .20 .08 .29 .24 .69 .22 .12 .18

58 .26 .20 .08 .21 .19 .71 .15 .13 .10

(Continued)
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interval, a factorial load less than 0.30. In the final model, all otherscale items presented facto-

rial loads > 0.30 (Table 5).

The path-map of structural equation modeling can be viewed in Figs 1–9.

In analysis of both models, it was verified that TLI and CFI values were higher than 0.95

(TLI = 0.96 and CFI = 0.96) and RMSEA value of 0.051 [0.050; 0.053], below the limit of 0.10,

which indicates a good adjustment of the CFA model performed (Table 6).

Discussion

Analysis of the crossed factorial loads showed that no item had a larger factorial load in

another construct than that of its origin, indicating the suitability of the items to their original

constructs. An item saturation� 0.3 explains approximately 10% of the explained variance of

the factor analyzed, supporting the results obtained with the theory of the instrument [2, 14,

19].

In general, previous studies of the CPCI support the results of this study regarding the anal-

ysis of the factorial load factor matrix. The CFA of CPCI-64 items developed with American

[14] and Canadian patients [27], as well as the CFA of CPCI-70 items Dutch version, among

people with fibromyalgia [31], confirmed the saturation of CPCI items to their source. A

minor exception occurred in the study in Canada, which identified some items with a larger

factorial load in a scale other than the original one, which were: 24 (listening to music to

relax), 48 (avoiding some physical activities), 39 (holding part of the body in a special posi-

tion), 56 (avoid activities), 11 (avoid using part of the body) and 1 (imagine image to relax)

[27].

Table 4. (Continued)

Scale Item RE TP ES SSS PA CSS GU AA RES

Guarding 12 .15 -.14 .02 .23 .15 .15 .55 .29 .20

16 .21 .01 .05 .06 .24 .18 .62 .27 .15

36 .16 -.04 -.09 .11 .28 .19 .72 .25 .31

38 .13 -.04 -.07 .00 .14 .17 .42 .11 .08

42 .22 -.01 .14 .05 .07 .13 .32 .14 .04

44 .20 .06 .02 .06 .23 .22 .66 .18 .21

50 .16 -.05 .00 .18 .26 .17 .74 .18 .46

52 .14 -.05 .00 .08 .15 .19 .72 .33 .27

60 .01 -.22 -.07 .14 .15 .07 .64 .30 .33

Asking for Assistance 10 .12 -.05 .01 .33 .16 .09 .25 .83 .27

27 .09 -.07 .03 .27 .17 .08 .28 .86 .25

46 .14 -.03 .07 .25 .25 .15 .35 .77 .20

68 .11 -.06 .03 .26 .17 .09 .37 .77 .29

Resting 5 .15 -.10 .05 .32 .10 .08 .20 .16 .66

8 .06 -.05 -.07 .28 .20 .10 .22 .21 .55

20 .17 -.05 .08 .26 .14 .13 .30 .21 .67

43 .14 -.02 .10 .26 .21 .13 .23 .19 .51

51 .12 -.12 .06 .32 .17 .08 .34 .23 .73

63 .19 -.14 .02 .26 .06 .12 .29 .20 .58

70 .06 .04 -.05 .21 .17 .12 .16 .14 .41

RE, Relaxation; TP, Task persistence; ES, Exercise/stretching; SSS, Seeking social support; PA, Pacing; CSS, Coping self-statements; GU, Guarding; AA, Asking for

assistance; RES, Resting.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.t004
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Table 5. Confirmatory factorial analysis of the CPCI scales, Brazilian version.

Scales Initial Model Final Model

Items 95%CI F.L. 95%CI F.L.

Relaxation 1 [.41; .49] .45 [.41; .49] .45

13 [.61; .69] .65 [.61; .69] .65

26 [.39; .47] .43 [.39; .47] .43

33 [.32; .40] .36 [.32; .40] .36

39 [.48; .57] .53 [.48; .57] .53

54 [.21; .34] .28 Excluded -

64 [.55; .63] .59 [.54; .63] .58

Task Persistence 2 [.69; .76] .73 [.69; .76] .73

4 [.55; .64] .59 [.55; .64] .59

30 [.71; .78] .74 [.71; .78] .74

37 [.45; .54] .50 [.45; .54] .50

55 [.81; .90] .85 [.81; .90] .86

69 [.79; .87] .83 [.79; .87] .83

Pacing 7 [.64; .70] .67 [.64; .70] .67

18 [.82; .87] .84 [.82; .87] .84

34 [.66; .72] .69 [.66; .72] .69

45 [.87; .92] .90 [.87; .92] .90

62 [.87; .91] .89 [.87; .91] .89

67 [.74; .79] .77 [.74; .79] .77

Exercise/Stretching 3 [.81; .85] .83 [.81; .85] .83

14 [.82; .86] .84 [.82; .86] .84

19 [.83; .87] .85 [.83; .87] .85

28 [.85; .89] .87 [.85; .89] .87

31 [.86; .90] .88 [.86; .90] .88

35 [.67; .72] .70 [.66; .72] .69

41 [.77; .82] .80 [.77; .82] .80

47 [.83; .87] .85 [.83; .87] .85

56 [.77; .83] .80 [.77; .82] .80

59 [.80; .84] .82 [.80; .84] .82

65 [.86; .90] .88 [.86; .90] .88

66 [.88; .92] .90 [.88; .92] .90

Seeking social support 6 [.60; .67] .63 [.60; .67] .63

9 [.67; .73] .70 [.67; .73] .70

17 [.72; .79] .76 [.72; .79] .76

22 [.70; .76] .73 [.70; .76] .73

Seeking social support 24 [.66; .74] .70 [.66; .74] .70

48 [.79; .85] .82 [.79; .85] .82

57 [.68; .74] .71 [.68; .74] .71

Coping Self-statements 11 [.44; .50] .47 [.45; .50] .48

15 [.71; .77] .74 [.71; .77] .74

21 [.74; .79] .76 [.73; .79] .76

23 [.64; .70] .67 [.64; .70] .67

25 [.70; .76] .73 [.70; .76] .73

29 [.72; .78] .75 [.72; .78] .75

32 [.62; .68] .65 [.62; .68] .65

40 [.66; .72] .69 [.66; .72] .69

49 [.76; .81] .79 [.76; .81] .79

53 [.67; .72] .69 [.67; .72] .69

58 [.68; .73] .71 [.68; .73] .71

(Continued)
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During the CFA process of the CPCI-Brazilian version, two items were identified that did

not reach a satisfactory factorial load (CF�0.30, also considering their confidence interval): 54

(use self-hypnosis, CF = 0.28, CI = 0.21–0.34) and 42 (hold body part in special position,

CF = 0.32, CI = 0.28–0.35). Nevertheless, the elimination of these items improved the results of

the validity test.

Item 54 (use self-hypnosis) is worldwide known as an item with saturation problems, as

occurred in Canadian [26], French [26] and Spanish [16] studies. Possibly, the lack of orienta-

tion, knowledge, and information about the practice of self-hypnosis among Brazilians may

have contributed to the misfit of item 54. Hypnosis has been highlighted in the literature as an

alternative for the non-pharmacological management of pain [49, 50], however, in clinical

practice there is still skepticism on the part of professionals regarding the effectiveness of this

therapy.

Item 42 (hold body part in special position), although saturated 0.32, obtained confidence

interval< 0.3, and was excluded from the analysis. An exploratory study that used the Analysis

of Principal Components in a Canadian sample pointed to a factorial load of 0.24 of this item

in the guarding scale; on the other hand, it saturated 0.30 in resting and 0.37 in the asking for

assistancescales [27]. This item was not identified with problems in its saturation in any of the

CPCI validation studies that carried out confirmatory factor analysis [6, 14, 16, 31]. Although

these findings partially corroborate this study, the revision or reformulation of both items is

suggested for future research, since this is the first investigation in Brazil.

The low saturation in item 42 (hold part of the body in a special position) can be explained

by the high frequency of reports of pain in the lower back (54.8%—Table 1) as well as the fact

Table 5. (Continued)

Scales Initial Model Final Model

Items 95%CI F.L. 95%CI F.L.

Guarding 12 [.51; .59] .55 [.49; .57] .53

16 [.58; .66] .62 [.58; .65] .61

36 [.68; .75] .72 [.69; .76] .72

38 [.39; .46] .42 [.38; .45] .42

42 [.28; .35] .32 Excluded -

44 [.63; .70] .66 [.62; .70] .66

50 [.70; .77] .74 [.70; .78] .74

52 [.68; .76] .72 [.68; .76] .72

60 [.61; .67] .64 [.61; .68] .65

Resting 5 [.62; .69] .66 [.62; .69] .66

8 [.52; .59] .55 [.52; .59] .56

20 [.63; .71] .67 [.63; .70] .67

43 [.47; .55] .51 [.47; .55] .51

51 [.69; .77] .73 [.69; .77] .73

63 [.54; .61] .58 [.54; .61] .57

70 [.37; .45] .41 [.37; .44] .41

Asking for assistance 10 [.80; .86] .83 [.80; .86] .83

27 [.82; .89] .86 [.82; .89] .86

46 [.74; .81] .77 [.74; .81] .77

68 [.74; .81] .77 [.74; .81] .77

95%CI, 95% Confidence interval; F.L., Factor loading

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.t005
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that the coping strategies of the "Task persistence" have been the most used (MD = 4.27), after

all, immobilizing part of the body can hinder the performance of tasks.

The final CFA model of the CPCI-Brazilian version (with items 42 and 54 excluded)

showed adequate adjustment with RMSEA(CI) = 0.051(0.050–0.053) and CFI = 0.96, confirm-

ing the structure in 9 scales, these being conceptually homogeneous. The validation parameters

of the Brazilian validation were better than other studies, such as the validation of the Spanish

version of the CPCI (42 items) in 402 people with fibromyalgia who found general adjustment

Fig 1. Path map of Relaxation scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.g001

Fig 2. Path map of Task Persistence scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.g002
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of the CFA with RMSEA(CI) = 0.059 (0.057–0.061) and CFI = 0.81, being necessary the exclu-

sion of item 33 (use self-hypnosis to relax) [16]. In the CFA of the CPCI (64 items) with 439

Canadians (French-speaking) and 388 French, partial adjustments were similar, RMSEA(CI) =

0.05(0.049–0.052) and CFI = 0.82 [26]. In the Dutch version of the CPCI-70 the final model

adjustment presented RMSEA(CI) = 0.04 (0.03–0.04) and CFI = 0.88, and no item was

Fig 3. Path map of Exercise/Stretching scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.g003

Fig 4. Path map of Seeking social support scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.g004
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excluded [31]. Perhaps this difference in parameters between the present study and the others

mentioned may have occurred due to the size of the sample studied in the current study,

which was bigger than the other studies. Furthermore, these studies were performed on differ-

ent patient groups, which also could explain the differences in results.

This study also tested the internal consistency of the CPCI-Brazilian version and showed

that Cronbach’s alpha and Inter-item correlation mean values of scales were satisfactory,

Fig 5. Path map of Coping Self-statements scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.g005

Fig 6. Path map of Pacing scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.g006
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indicating an adequate fit and internal consistency, with the exception of the Relaxation scale

which was considered low. The Exercise/Stretching scale had the highest value (α = 0.92).

The low reliability of the relaxation scale (α = 0.53) can be explained by the low inter-item

correlation of the scale (0.13). In addition, the activities considered relaxing can be different

among people, for example, listening to music can be relaxing for some and not for others.

Fig 7. Path map of Resting scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.g007

Fig 8. Path map of Guarding scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.g008
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One limitation of this study concerns the data collection was performed by seven collectors,

and inter-rater reliability was not investigated, although all were trained for the measurement

tasks required by the study. Furthermore, despite patients with cognitive impairment must be

considered when Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs) are evaluated, the presence

of 162 subjects with cognitive impairment have might influenced the results.

In addition, future studies should also investigate test-retest reliability, since the CPCI has

great potential to be used in clinical practice to evaluate multidisciplinary therapy in chronic

pain.

This study provides the first valid instrument for measuring the coping of chronic pain

among Brazilians and confirms the original factorial structure of the instrument [20]. Also, the

present study, as far as is known, is one of the validation studies of CPCI with the largest num-

ber of people in the sample, which gives greater robustness to the data presented.

Conclusion

The CPCI-Brazilian version (with items 42 and 54 excluded) showed adequate validity and

acceptable reliability as a Brazilian technology for measurement of chronic pain coping.

Clinical implications

The results of this study may contribute to the assessment and treatment of chronic pain in

Brazilian patients. The use of this measure in the clinical context is promising, as it will allow

health professionals to evaluate the already used CS and propose interventions for those which

Table 6. Adjustment parameters of the CPCI-Brazilian version to the CFA model.

Adjustment Quality Measures Initial Model Final Model

DWLS DWLS

D.F. 2309 2174

TLI .96 .96

CFI .96 .96

RMSEA .052 [.050; .053] .051[.050; .053]

p-value (RMSEA) .025 .067

D.F., Degrees of Freedom; TLI, Tucker-Lewis Index; CFI, Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA, Root Mean Square Error

of Approximation; DWLS, Diagonally Weighted Least Squares.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.t006

Fig 9. Path map of Asking for assistance scale.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246294.g009
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are maladaptive. In addition, the use of CPCI-Brazilian version provides the necessary subsi-

dies to evaluate the efficacy of therapies, especially those based on cognitive-behavioral theory,

such as the training of coping skills [51–54]. It is also a tool that can be used by any trained

health professional, that has been shown to be effective in evaluating the management of

chronic pain from a biopsychosocial perspective [52, 55, 56]. In education, the CPCI can be

used to teach the students to identify the CS for chronic pain. Investigators can use the CPCI

for measure coping in descriptive, analytical or experimental studies, as well, to design inter-

ventions to help adults cope more effectively with pain.
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